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Generation of large-scale density r I ~ 

fluctuations by buoyancy 

By J. R. Chasnov1 , and R. S. Rogallo2 

The generation of fluid motion from a state of rest by buoyancy forces acting on 
a homogeneous isotropic small-scale density field is considered. Nonlinear interac
tions between the generated fluid motion and the initial isotropic small-scale density 
field are found to create an anisotropic large-scale density field with spectrum pro
portional to k4. This large-scale density field is observed to result in an increasing 
Reynolds number of the fluid turbulence in its final period of decay. 

1. Introduction 

Consider a random homogeneous density distribution created in a large body of 
fluid at rest. As a physical example, one can envision the creation of such a distribu
tion in the ocean by melting ice. The buoyancy force acting on the random density 
distribution can result in turbulent motion of the fluid. Turbulence enhances mix
ing, so that subsequent generation of smaller-scale density and velocity fluctuations 
is expected, with a corresponding increase in the rates of viscous dissipation and 
diffusion. Hence, the scenario we envision is the initial creation of velocity fluctua
tions through buoyancy forces, a subsequent transfer of energy and scalar variance 
to smaller scales where molecular processes are more effective, and the ultimate 
smoothing of density fluctuations and return of the fluid to rest. Large-eddy simu
lations of highly-turbulent buoyancy-generated flows have quantitatively confirmed 
this picture of self-induced mixing (Batchelor et ai., 1990). 

However, in this report we will be concerned with a more subtle effect. Whereas 
the dominant feature of three-dimensional turbulence is the cascade of energy and 
scalar variance to smaller scales, non-linear interactions can also result in a signif
icant backscatter of energy and scalar variance to larger scales. In isotropic flows 
with steep initial spectra this backscatter gives rise to characteristic k4 energy and 
scalar spectra at small k (Lesieur, 1987). Buoyancy-generated turbulence is axisym
metric rather than isotropic, and in this report we derive the resulting backscattered 
spectrum of the density fluctuations. We further show that the power law of this 
density spectrum at small wavenumbers can have important consequences for the 
final period of decay. 
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2. Equations of motion 

U sing the Boussinesq approximation, the fundamental equations for this flow are 

V·u=O (1) 

au at + u . Vu = gO - V P + IIV2
U (2) 

ao 2 at + u . VO = DV 0 , (3) 

where u is the fluid velocity, 0 = p' / po, Po is the mean density, p' is the density 
fluctuation, V P = Vp - pog, p is the pressure, g = (0,0, -9) is the gravitational ac
celeration, II is the kinematic viscosity, and D is the diffusivity of the fluid. It should 
be noted that we are considering situations in which the mean density gradient is 
zero. 

3. Backscatter of scalar variance 

We proceed to calculate the spectrum of large-scale density fluctuations created 
from an initial small-scale density disturbance. First, (1)-(3) are Fourier trans
formed, and the continuity equation is used to eliminate the pressure. We assume 
that the effects of II and D may be neglected for sufficiently small times and large 
scales. Equations (1 )-(3) then become 

(4) 

aO(k, t) . J at = -zkj Uj(p, t)O( q, t)c5(k - p - q) dpdq, (5) 

where Pij(k) = c5ij - kikj/k2. It is possible to expand O(k,t) and ui(k,t) in Taylor 
series in time, substitute these expansions into (4) and (5), and explicitly solve for 
the k-dependent coefficients (Batchelor, private communication). Such an approach 
will formally yield an exact expression for ui(k, t) and O(k, t). However, in this re
port, we restrict our attention to the generation of large-scale density fluctuations. 
These fluctuations arise from non-linear interactions between the initial density 
fluctuations and the subsequent buoyancy-generated velocity fluctuations. Accord
ingly, we neglect the non-linear term in (4) and further consider only wavenumbers 
k smaller than wavenumbers, say of order k., at which the initial density field Bo(k) 
is appreciable. The resulting equations may then be integrated for small times. 
Integration of (4) yields 

(6) 

to order t, and integration of (5), using (6), yields 
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t 2 J O(k,t) = -2t gkj Pj3(p)OO(p)Oo(q)6(k - p - q) dpq, (7) 

for k < < k. to order t2. After multiplication of both sides of (7) by O{k', t), taking 
the ensemble average, and integrating over k', we obtain 

J (O(k, t)O(k', t))dk' = _lt4g2 

x J kjk;Pj3{P )PZ3 {p')(Oo{p )Oo{p')Oo{ q)Oo{ q')) 

xS(k - p - q)S{k' - p' - q')dpdqdp'dq'dk'. (8) 

Some assumptions about the statistics of the initial density distribution are neces
sary to close (8). We assume that the initial density distribution is isotropic, and 
more importantly, that the phases of Oo(k) are randomly distributed. The fourth
order moment appearing in (8) may then be reduced to products of second-order 
moments (by means of the quasi-normal approximation), and the second-order mo
ments may be expressed in terms of the initial scalar spectrum Go{k) : 

, Go(p)Go(q) 
(Oo(p)Oo(p')Oo(q)Oo(q)) = (47r)2p2q2 [6(p - p')6(q - q') + 6(p - q')6(q - p')] 

+ Go(p)Go(p')S{ _ )S('-') 
(47rF p2 q2 p q P q. (9) 

Substituting (9) into (8) and integrating over p', q', p and k' yields (the third term 
in (9) integrates to zero) 

(10) 

The wavenumber k has already been assumed to be much less than values of q for 
which the integrand is appreciable so that (10) reduces to the simpler expression 

j(O{k,t)O(k',t))dk' = ~t4g2kmkj j Pm3{q)Pj3(q)(~:~;~24dq. (11 ) 

The integration over the angles of q can now be performed. Using 

(12) 
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(11) becomes 

J (O(k, t)O(k', t»)dk' = ;;~: [ki + 8kill°O GO~;)2 dq. (13) 

Equation (13) explicitly displays the axisymmetric nature of the generated large 
scale density distribution. The spectrum G(k, t) may be obtained by integrating 
(13) over a spherical shell of radius k : 

G(k,t) = ~t4lk41°O Go~;)2 dq, 

so that G(k, t) ex: k4 for small k. 

4. The Flow at Large Time 

(14) 

We will see that the generation of a large-scale density distribution has important 
consequences for the flow evolution at large times. In particular, we will examine 
the behavior of the statistics of the velocity field as t --+ 00. Now, for isotropic tur
bulence, the final period of decay is adequately described by the linearized Navier
Stokes equations (Batchelor, 1953), and we proceed here under the tentative as
sumption that the asymptotic flow evolution of buoyancy-generated turbulence can 
also be so described. The linear equations that we assume to govern the final period 
of decay may be obtained from (1)-(3): 

aUi(k,t) ( ) () 2 ( ) at = gPi3 k 0 k, t - vk Ui k, t 

aO(k, t) = -Dk20(k, t) . 
at 

(15) 

(16) 

If we further assume that this linear final period of decay begins at a time t f, and 
write O(k, t f) = 0 f(k), then (15) and (16) are easily solved for t > t f : 

(17) 

(18) 

For the following, we restrict our attention to times t > > t f. It is evident from 
(18) that the dominant contributions to (u 2 ) will come from small wavenumbers. 
Furthermore, if we assume that the kinetic energy spectrum follows the same power 
law behavior at small k as the density spectrum (which can be shown analytically by 
a careful computation of the kinetic energy backscatter spectrum), then the second 

- - - ---
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term on the right side of (18) dominates the first term due to the presence of the 
factor k-2 • Accordingly, we neglect the first term on the right side of (18), multiply 
(18) by ui(k', t), and integrate over k' and k to get 

2 _ eg2 100 [exp[-DPt]- exp[-vk2tJ] 2 () 
(u ) - ( )2 dk k4 G f k , v-D 0 

(19) 

where we have performed the angular integration over k and have introduced the 
constant e, of order unity, that arises from this integration. The behavior of (u 2

) as 
t -+ 00, may now be obtained from (19) by changing variables of integration from 
k to 7] = kyit : 

(u2) = (~g~t~;21°O d7] [exp[-D7J2] ~ exp[-v7J2J]
2 

G
f
(7J/../i) . (20) 

For large 7], the contribution to the integrand in (20) decreases rapidly, so that when 
t -+ 00, G f( 7J / 0) may be expanded in a Taylor series around zero. If we assume 
that 

(21) 

then to lowest-order in 7]/ yit 

(22) 

so that as t -+ 00, 

(23) 

For the backscatter spectrum computed in §3, n is equal to 4 yielding a mean-square 
velocity decaying like rI/2 . A divergence in the mean-square velocity occurs for n < 
3. Obviously, the assumption that the linear analysis is valid at asymptotically large 
times must be false for n < 3, i.e., if the initial density spectrum has a power law 
behavior near wavenumber zero less steep than k 3

• However, we must also consider 
the validity of the linear analysis for the case n = 4. A length scale L associated 
with the energy containing eddies may be calculated from (18) (Batchelor, private 
communication), and it can be shown that all reasonable definitions yield 

(24) 

independent of n, at large times. Hence, for n = 4, the Reynolds number R behaves 
asymptotically like 

R = ~L <X tI/4 , 
v 

(25) 

which is also at odds with the assumption that the final period of decay is linear. 
The asymptotic scaling given by the linear analysis is therefore invalid and the 
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determination of the correct asymptotic behavior of (u2 ) in the final period of decay 
requires consideration of the full non-linear equations. Such numerical simulations 
of the full equations will be presented elsewhere. 

5. Conclusions 

We have shown that an initially isotropic small-scale density distribution will 
generate an anisotropic large-scale density distribution with a small wavenumber 
spectrum proportional to k4. Furthermore, this large-scale density distribution has 
important consequences. In particular, it results in an increasing Reynolds number 
of the flow in the final period of decay. A decreasing Reynolds number implies the 
eventual validity of the linear analysis, yielding a reductio ad absurdum. Remarkably 
then, the motion thus generated by any initial density disturbance, no matter how 
weak, approaches an infinite Reynolds number flow asymptotically. This is true, 
even though the kinetic energy of the flow decays to zero. 
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